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An abstract version of the linear regulator-quadratic cost problem is considered 
for a dynamical system S, where input and output are elements of various Banach 
resolution spaces. Our main result is the representation of the optimal control in 
memoryless state feedback form. This representation is obtained as an integral with 
respect to a vector measure defined on the state space of S. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with the problem of minimizing a 
quadratic functional J(x, U) subject to a linear constraint of the form 
x =f+ Tu + Lx. (1.1) 
We think of Eq. (1.1) as the input-output description of a dynamical system 
S with input U, output x, and forcing function fY The elements x, ft and u are 
assumed to belong to various Banach spaces on which abstract time 
structures have been defined. Relative to these time structures, the linear 
compact maps T and L are assumed to be causal. 
The objective of this paper is to represent the minimizer u^ of J(x, U) as a 
memoryless function of the abstract state of the system S. This desired state 
feedback representation of u^ is obtained as an integral with respect to a 
vector measure defined on the state space of S. 
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In Part I of this paper we focus primarily on the theoretical aspects of this 
representation. In Part II, we shall show that our results can be readily 
applied to a large class of systems whose dynamics are governed by 
functional differential and integral equations. In Part I, however, we still 
present two classes of examples which will show the generality of our results. 
In particular, our results generalize various other versions of this problem 
studied by Saeks, DeSantis, Feintuch, Schumitzky, and others (cf. 11-41). In 
these versions, however, the Banach spaces in question are assumed to be 
Hilbert resolution spaces. A key ingredient in our approach, which 
distinguishes it from the previously mentioned works, is the use of the 
machinery of vector measures as developed by Dinculeanu [5]. 
Many of the ideas used in this paper were an outgrowth of the work of 
Milman (61 and the earlier work of Foster [7] on the optimal control of 
dynamical systems governed by differential-delay equations. And, the 
contributions to this paper by Foster are gratefully acknowledged. 
A brief outline of the paper follows: In Section 2, the notation and 
hypotheses of the problem are stated precisely. In Section 3, the original 
optimization problem is embedded into a class of related optimization 
problems and an open-loop solution is determined for the embedded problem. 
In Section 4, a Principle of Optima&y is used to relate this open-loop 
solutio: to a feedback solution. The feedback solution is formally determined 
by a projection integral of open-loop solutions. In Sections 5 and 6, the 
convergence properties of this integral are studied. The machinery of vector 
measures is used to show that the projection integral converges and defines a 
memoryless map /1 on the state space of S. Finally, in Section 7, two general 
classes of examples are presented to show that the state feedback map A can 
be given an explicit representation. 
2. NOTATION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 
For any Banach space X, ]x] will denote the norm of an element x E X, 
B(X, Y) will denote the Banach space of all bounded linear maps from X into 
another Banach space Y and B(X) = B(X, X); E = [to, t, ] will denote a 
compact interval on the real line. 
Let Px = {P; : t E E} be a family of bounded projections on X. We say P,x 
is a resolution of the identity if 
(i) P? = 0, P? = Z, 
(ii) p;pz = p~in’T,o), 
(iii) IPi/ ,< I for all rE E. 
The family Px introduces a time structure on the space X as follows: If 
x E X, then P;x can be interpreted as the projection of x onto the past 
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starting at time r. Similarly (I - P;)x is the projection of x onto the future 
starting at time 5. 
If X is a Banach space and P, is a resolution of the identity on X. then 
(X, Px) will be called a Banach resolution space. In the case that X is a 
Hilbert space and the projections in P, are orthogonal, then (A’. Px) is a 
Hilbert resolution space. This later concept has been extensively studied by 
Saeks, De Santis, Feintuch, Schumitzky, and others (cf. [l-4]). 
If (A’, Px) and (Y, Pr) are two Banach resolution spaces and T is a map 
from X into Y, then T is said to be cuusul if P;, TP; = PI-T for all r E E: and 
memoryless if P’y T = TP; for ail r E E. 
Our main result concerns the existence of a memoryless state feedback 
solution to an abstract version of the linear regulator-quadratic cost problem. 
Thus let (X, Px) and (U, P(.) be two Banach resolution spaces and consider 
the operator equation 
x =f+ Tu + Lx. (2.1) 
where x, fE X, u E U, and where the maps T E B(U, X), L E B(X, X) are 
compact and causal. 
Next consider the quadratic functional 
J(x, u) = f(x. x), + $(u, u), ) (2.2) 
where (., .1X is a bounded symmetric nonnegative definite bilinear functional 
on X and (.. . jtl is a bounded symmetric positive definite bilinear functional 
on CT. It is assumed that the projections in P, are symmetric relative to 
(., .),., i.e., 
(v, P;,M’& = (P;a, w)[: for all L’, 1%’ E CJ. 7 E E. 
Our basic optimization problem is then 
PROBLEM 2.1. Minimize (2.2) subject to the constraint (2.1) 
Remark. We shall interpret (2.1) as the input-output description of a 
dynamical system S with input (or control) U, forcing term f and output x. 
Functional (2.2) will be the cost associated with using control U. What is 
missing from this description is the sfufe of the system S and a 
corresponding state space (S, PS). 
Our objective in this paper is to provide such a state space description for 
S and to express the optimal control li as a bounded linear memoryless 
function of the optimal state. This state feedback representation of u  ^is 
obtained as an integral with respect to a vector measure defined on the state 
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space of S. This approach is somewhat in contrast to the projection integral 
approach now popular in Hilbert resolution space studies. The machinery of 
vector measures as developed by Dinculeanu (51, however, appears to 
provide a versatile yet rigorous mathematical approach to these types of 
abstract representation. 
3. THE EMBEDDED PROBLEM AND OPEN LOOP SOLUTION 
For notational convenience, when no ambiguity arises, we shall drop the 
subscripts X, Y, U ,..., on the projections Pi, PIy, P; ,..., and will in general 
denote by P, the complementary projection to P’, i.e., 
P, = (Z - P’). 
The first step in obtaining the desired feedback (or closed-loop) solution to 
our given optimization Problem 2.1 is the determination of the open-loop 
solution to a family of related optimization problems. For each r E E, the r- 
embedded problem is: 
PROBLEM 3.1. Minimize 
subject to the constraint 
x=f,+ TP,u+P,Lx, (3-l) 
where f, is an arbitrary element of X. 
We assume that the map (Z - P,L) has a bounded causal inverse for every 
r E E. Henceforth we write 
G,=(Z-P,L)-’ and G = GLo. 
With this assumption, (3.1) can be solved for x, i.e., 
x=G,f,+G,TP,u. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. G,TP, = GTP,. 
Proof: G = (I - L)- ’ implies G = Z + LG. Similarly, G, = Z + P,LG,. 
Hence, GTP, u - G, TP, u = LGTP, u - P, LG, P, u. Then by the causality of 
the maps L, G,, and T, it follows that P,LG, TP, = LG, TP,. Thus, 
GTP, u - G, TP, u = L(GTP, u - G, TP, u). The result follows from the 
invertibility of (Z-L). m 
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The r-embedded problem now becomes the minimization over U of the 
functional 
J(r.f,. u) = f(G,f, + GTP,u, G,f, + GTP,u), + f(u. u)t.. (3.2) 
In order to obtain an explicit expression for the minimum of J, we require 
the following hypothesis: Let FE B(U, x) be defined by 
F=GT. 
We assume that there exists a map F# E B(X, v) such that 
(x, Fu), = (F#x, u),: for all x E X, u E U. (3.3) 
Remark. In the case that (., .)X and ( . , .)(, are inner products on 
Hilbert spaces, then P = F*. More generally, if ( . , .)L; only is an inner 
product, then F# is still guaranteed to exist. We shall see later that the 
construction of P is an important step in the synthesis of the optimal 
control. 
The open-loop solution to the embedded optimization problem now 
follows. This is our first main result. Before stating this theorem we collect 
together all the hypotheses made so far. 
HYPOTHESIS 3.3. (i) (X, Px) and (U, P,,) are Banach resolution spaces. 
(ii) x=f,+TP,u+P,Lx, rEE, where f,, xEX, uEZJ, and 
T E B( II, X), L E B(X, X) are compact and causal. 
(iii) G, = (I - P,L)-’ E B(X, X) is causal. 
(iv) J(x, u) = f(x, x)* + t(u, ujLl, where (-, -)x is bounded symmetric 
nonnegative definite and (., .)t; is bounded symmetric positive definite. 
(v) (P,u, v), = (u, Prv)rrfor all u, v E U, f E E. 
(vi) Zf F = GT, then there exists F# E B(X, U) such that 
(x, Fu), = (F#x, u),; for all x E X, u E U. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume Hypothesis 3.3 is satisfied. Then for each 5 E E. 
there exists a unique minimizer f, of (3.2). Further 6, is given bv 
G, = -(Z + P,(GT)# GTP,) ~~ ’ P,(GT)# G,f,. (3.4) 
Proof. From (3.2) and (3.3) we have 
J(s,f,, u) = $((Z + PJ#FP,)u. (I + P,F#FP,)u),. 
+ (~7 P,Z+G,f,),. + #X. Grfr)v- (3.5) 
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Now let K = (Z + P,pFP,). We claim that K-’ E B(U, Or) exists. Since T is 
compact so is P,I;#FP,. By the Fredholm alternative it suffices to show that 
ker K = 0. Thus assume there exists a u E ker K. Therefore 
0 = (Ku, u)~/ = ((I + PTFPFP,)~j, t’)[{ = (0, v)~, + (P, F#FP, u, c)( 
= (u, u)(, + (FP, u, FP, L’)~. 
But if u # 0, then (~1, L’)~, > 0 and (FP,v, FP,v), > 0. Therefore, u = 0 and 
K-’ E B(U, U) exists. Equation (3.5) can now be written as 
J(t,f,, U) = (K(u + F-k), (U + K-Iv)), + terms independent of U, 
where u = P,pG, f,. It follows that J(r, f,, a) has the unique minimizer u^, 
given by i, = -K-Iv. 1 
Now define the map M, E B(X, U) by 
M, = -(I + P,(GT)# GTP,) - ’ P,(GT)# G, 
so that 
u ,^=M*f,. (3.6) 
Equation (3.6) is the open-loop representation of the optimal control as u^, 
only depends on the initial conditions of the dynamical system (3.1), namely, 
f,. The optimal solution to the original Problem 2.1 is then 
li = A4J 
Remark. This basic result was first derived by Porter [9], in the case 
when X and U are Hilbert spaces and J(x, u) = Jx/* + ( u I*. 
4. FEEDBACK 
The solution to the r-embedded problem will now be used to generate the 
feedback solution. The transition from an open loop control to a closed loop 
or feedback control will be accomplished via a principle of optimality 
developed here. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For u E U, J f, E X, let x, and x, denote the 
solutions to x = f + Tu + Lx and x = f, + TP, u + P,Lx, respectively. Then 
x, = x, if and only if f, = P,[ TP’u + f ] + PTxO . 
ProoJ: From the equality x, = f, + TP,u + P, Lx,, we obtain x, = f + 
P’Tu + P, TP’u +- TP,u + P,Lx, + P’Lx. Noting that TP’u = Tu - TP,u 
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and P, TP, = TP,, it follows that x, =f+ Tu + P, Lx, + P’Lx, . Therefore 
x, - x0 = P, Lx, + P’LX, - Lx,. But Lx, = P’LX, + P, Lx,. Hence. 
x, - x0 = P, L(x, - x0). And by the invertibility of (I - P, L), x, = x0. n 
For r E E, fE X, u E H, denote the solution to x =f+ Tu + Lx by 
x(r:A u). For r E E, f, E X, denote the minimizer of (3.2) by u^(r;f,). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let 5 E E, fE X. Then P,u^(t, ;f) = U^(f; jr), where 
fr = P,[TP’u^(t,;f) +f] + P’x(t,,;f, u”(t,;f)). 
Proof: Let u, = u^(t, ; f), x0 = x(t, ; f, uo), u, = a(r; fr), x, = x(r; j;, UT). 
u,=P7uo+P,u,, x, = x(t,; f, u,). We shall first show that x, =x,. 
Since x, =f+ Tu t Lx,, P’x, = P’Gf + P’[ GTP’u, + GTP, uT] = P’Gf + 
P’GTP’u, = P’Gf + P’GTu, = PTx,,. Thus by Proposition 4.1 x, = x, and 
we have x,, = .x(r; j;, P,u,). The optimality of U, implies that J(s; j;, u,) < 
J(r; j;. P, uo), i.e., (P,u,9P,u,)+ (X,,-K,)-(PTUO,PTUO)- (“o.“o)<O. 
The optimality of uO, however, implies that J(t,, ; J uO) < J(r, ; J u,). But 
J(t,;J 24,) - J(t,;f,u,) = $(P’ u,,PTu,) + (P,u,, P,u,) + (x,.x,)\ - 
f[(p’u~3’u,) t (PrUorP,Uo) t (x,,x,>] = f[(P,u,,P,u,) t (.u,,x,) - 
(P, u,, , P, uO) - (x, , x,)] < 0. Therefore J(to ; fi u,,) = J(r, ; 5 u ,), and by 
uniqueness of the optimal control, u0 = u, , in particular, P, u,, = u, . 1 
Let rc be a partition of E, TC = (t, = r. < r, < ... < rn = t, }. From 
Theorems 3.4 and 4.2 the optimal control can be realized as 
(4.1) 
where fTi is defined as in Theorem 4.2. It should be observed here that the 
finer the partition IC, the more current the information used in the calculation 
of u .^ i.e.. the solution is updated on each successive interval. In the limit. 
(4.1) will provide a feedback representation for the optimal control. 
5. CONVERGENCE HYPOTHESES 
We now set up the additional hypotheses needed to prove the convergence 
of (4.1). 
Define K, = (I t P,(GT)# GTP,)-’ - 1. Rearranging terms and using the 
resolvent equation K, = -P,(GT)# GTP, - P,(GT)# GTP, K,, M, can be 
written as 
M, = P,(GT)# H,, (5.1) 
where 
H, = [ GTP,(Z + K,) P,(Gr>* - I] G,. (5.2) 
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Equations (4.1) and (5.1) show that the map (GT)# plays as essential role 
in the synthesis of the optimal control. In order to guarantee convergence of 
(4.1), we must make one final hypothesis about this map. We assume 
HYPOTI-~ESIS 5.1. There exists a Banach resolution space (Y, Py) and 
maps A E B(X, Y), B E B(Y, v) such that B is memoryfess and 
(GT)#=BoA. (5.3) 
Further there exists a constant y > 0 such that given any partition K = (to = 
50 < 7, < a.- < t,= t,} of E and a family of elements (xi) cX with jxil < 1, 
we have 
f (PIi - Pri+,) AXi < y* 
i=O 
(5.4) 
To illustrate this hypothesis we present two general situations where it is 
readily satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Let (X, PX) and (U, Pv) by Hilbert resolution spaces with 
U separable and assume GT is a Hilbert-Schmidt map. In this case we may 
choose (Y, Py) = (U, PJ, A = (G7’)#, and B = I. To see that condition (5.4) 
is satisfied, proceed as follows: Let Ai = (Pri - P,,+,)A. Then A and Ai are 
Hilbert-Schmidt and A = C Ai. Further Aj*Ai = 0 for i #j. Now let (e,} be 
a complete orthomal system in U and define for any Hilbert-Schmidt map K 
the HS-norm 
IKliS = C (Ke,, Ke,). It is well known that (K( < (Kj,,. It follows: 
<x IAil;, =I 1 (Aie,, A/e,> 
i I 
=I (Ae,,Ae,)=IA(i,. 
I 
Thus y = ((GT)#(,, will do. 
EXAMPLE 5.3. Let Z = Lp(E, Rk) be the space of all k-dimensional 
vector-valued functions whose components belong to L.“(E), 1 <p Q w. On 
this space the family of projections P,: 
(P’z)(t) = z(t), t < 7, 
= 0, t > 7, 
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form a resolution of the identity. This family will be called the truncation 
projections on Z. Now let U = L*(E, R”) and P, be the family of truncation 
projections on U. Further let Y = M(E, R”) be the Banach space of all 
bounded measurable m-dimensional functions on E with norm 1 yl = 
suptEE ) y(t)]. P, will again denote the family of truncation projections on Y. 
Assume that (G7’)# can be written as (GT)# = B . A, where A E B(X, I’) and, 
where B = i is the natural injection of M(E, R”) into L*(E, R”‘); i.e., for 
Y= (Y,rY2,.“~YmY, i(y) = ([Y,], Ivz],..., [Y,])‘, where [Vi] is the 
equivalence class containing yi. Clearly, B E B( Y, v) is memoryless. To see 
that condition (5.4) is satisfied note that 
so that 
x (p,i- P,i+,)Axi = SUP lAXi\ (t) < (A 1. 
IEE 
Thus again we may take y = (A (. The condition that A maps into M(E, R”) 
is satisfied in a large class of examples in control theory. Typically A can be 
represented as an integral operator with bounded kernel. In fact, so long as 
(GT)# E B(X, LYX, R”)), we can always assume A E B(X, M(E, R”)) by 
defining A = p(GT)#, where p is a lifting of Lm(E, Rm) (cf. Milman [6]). 
We now return to the question of convergence of (4.1) in the general case. 
First some additional hypotheses must be made on projections P,x and P,,. A 
family of projections P, = (Pi : r E E) on a Banach space Z is said to be 
strongly continuous if 
5 +50”P~z+P~z n for all z E Z. 
We assume 
HYPOTHESIS 5.4. P, and PC are strongly continuous. 
The next two propositions and the strong continuity assumption will 
insure that the map r -+ M, is continuous. 
PROPOSITION 5.5 Let X, and X, be two Banach spaces and K be a 
compact operator in B(X,,X,). Let {R,} c B(X,) and (S,} c B(X,) be two 
sequences of operators such that (S,} converges strongly to S E B(XZ) and 
(R,*} converges strongly to R* E B(XT). Then S,KR, + SKR in the 
operator topology. 
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Proof (i) We first show that S,K -+ SK in the operator topology. 
Suppose not. Then there exists a sequence {x,)7= I c X, with (x, I< 1, and 
E > 0 such that j(S,, - S) Kx,I > E for all n. Let yn = Kx,. Since K is 
compact, y,, contains a convergent subsequence, Y,,~-+ y. By the Banach- 
Steinhaus theorem there exists y such that sup,, JS,( < y. Thus, 
a contradiction, and (i) is proved. 
(ii) Next, KR, -+ KR in the operator topology since R,*K* -+ R *K* 
in the operator topology. 
(iii) Finally our desired result follows from (i) and (ii) and the triangle 
inequality on using 
S,KR,-SKR=S,(KR,-KR)+(S,-S)KR. i 
PROPOSITION 5.6. The following maps are uniformly continuous: 
6) 5~"~. 
(ii) T t-+ (I + P,(GT)#GTP,)-‘. 
ProoJ (i) By Proposition 5.5, T ++ P,L is continuous. Since the taking 
of inverses is a continuous operation, 5 ti (I - P, L) - ’ is also continuous. 
(ii) Again by continuity of the inverse if suffices to show that 
T ++ P,(GT)# GTP, is continuous. Since T is compact, this result also 
follows from Proposition 5.5. The uniformity of these maps folloiws since E 
is compact. I 
Now define fi= = P, AH,, where A is defined in Hypothesis 5.1 and H, in 
Eq. (5.2). 
PROPOSITION 5.7. (i) T -+ H, is uniformly continuous and sup, ) H, ( < co. 
(ii) M, = Bj@=. 
ProoJ (i) This follows immediately from Proposition 5.6 and the 
compactness of E. 
(ii) B&?= = BP,AH, = P, BAH, = P,(GT)” H, = M,, where we have 
used that B is a memoryless map from (Y, Py) to (U, PC,). 1 
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6. VECTOR MEASURES 
We now develop the vector measure machinery which will lead to the 
desired representation of u^. The general framework of this approach is found 
in Dinculeanu [ 5 1. 
For each [a, b) c E, let n[a, b) = (n : 7c is a partition of [a, b)}. Define 
S(a, b): i7[a, b) --) B(X, Y) by S[a, b)(n) = xl:,’ (Pri - P=,+,) fiTi, where R is 
the partition (a = r0 < r, < ... < r,, = 6). Since Z7[u. 6) is directed (n, < TC! if 
rc, c nz). S[u, b) defines a net on i7[u, b) with values in B(X, Y). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. lim ,T,+,, S(u, b)(x) exists. (Henceforth this limit will 
be denoted m[u, b).) 
Proof Choose E > 0. From Proposition 5.7 we can find a 6 < 0 such that 
) H,, - H,,I < c/3y whenever ) r, - r, / < 6. Let rc,,,, rc,, E ZZlaa6) with rt,, < z,,, 
and- In,/ < 6. For specificity let n,, = (s~}~=~, and I[, = {si,}~~~’ ‘, where for 
each i, Si = sit, < si, < a.. < si n,i,,, = sii ,. Then, 
< cl3 (by Hypothesis 5.1). 
Now let (~~1 c Z7(u, 6) be a sequence of partitions with / 7r,,[ + 0. From what 
was just shown, (S[u, b)(q,)) is Cauchy. Therefore by completeness there 
exists m[u, b) E B(X, Y) such that S[u, b)(n,) -+ m[u, b). Choose N such that 
(z,( < 6 and [S[u, b)(n,) - m[u, b)l < a/3, for all n > N and let 71 E I7[u, b) 
with (~1 < 6. Since II[u, b) is directed, there exists 7~’ such that 7~. II,, < n’. 
Applying the triangle inequality we obtain 
jS[a, b)(z) - m[u, b)l 
< (.!+I, b)(n) - S[u, b)(Y)\ + (S[u, b)(z’) - s[u, b)@,v)l 
+ IS[u, b)(q,) - m[u, b)l < E. m 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let [a, b) = [a, b’) U [b’. b). Then m[u, 6) = 
m[u, 6’) + m[b’, b). 
Proof. For notational convenience we will suppress the subscripts on 
s[u, 6). Choose E > 0. Then there exists S > 0 such that if II,, z4, and 7r[y are 
partitions of [a, b), [a, b’), and [b’, b), respectively, with 1 II, I, 1~1, ( 7cy( < 6, 
then IS(x,) - m[u, b)l, IS(rr,) - m[u, b’)J, IS(zJ - m[b’, b)J < c/3. Since 
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x,, U K, is a partition of [a, b) with ( R~ U zY( < 8, and S($ U T$,) = S($) + 
S(n,), we have by the triangle inequality. Im[a, b) - (m[a, b’) + 
m[b’, b))l < &. I 
Let X be the class of subsets of E of the form [a, b) or (t, }. Let fl be the 
algebra generated by these sets. Then each A E @ can be represented as a 
finite union of disjoint sets from 4. Define the set function m: (;9( -+ B(X, Y) 
by 
m(A)= t m[Ui, bi), 
i=l 
where A =Cy=, [u,,bi) or A = WY=, [u,,b,)U {tr} (we set m({t,})=O) with 
the {[a,, b,)} disjoint. Although the representation of A above is not unique, 
the definition of m is justified in view of Proposition 6.2. Moreover, by 
definition m is additive, i.e., if A, B E @ and A f7 B # 0, then m(A U B) = 
m(A) + m(B). 
DEFINITION 6.3. The additive set function m is said to have finite 
semivariation, G(A), on A if 
G(A) = sup 2 m(A,) xi < 00, 
J iEJ 
where the supremum is taken over all finite families {AitipJ of disjoint sets 
contained in A and for all finite families {xi}isJ of elements of X such that 
lxil < I* 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let A E a. Then rii(A) < ao. 
Proof. Since A c B implies that fi(A) < G(B) (see [5]), it suffices to 
show that m(E) < 03. Choose E > 0, and let K and 71’ be partitions of E with 
R < R’. Let z = {s~}~=~ and K’ = {s~,}*,~, where for each i, 
Si = Si, < Si, < “’ < Sin,,,+, = Si+ I* 
Assume further that 71’ is so fine that 
n(i) 
m[si,si+t)- C (Psg-Psii)Il;i,ii <E/2” for all i. 
j=O 
Then for any finite family (xi) c X with IxiJ < 1, 
n(i) 
mIsi9si+*)xi- Li K- (4, - Psi,+,) fiSijX, 
II 
< E. (6.1) 
j=O 
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But, 
where N = sup, (H, ]. Since this bound is independent of choice of rr and (-xi}, 
(6.1) and (6.2) together with the triangle inequality show that 
*i(E)< NY. 1 
Let x be an a-step function, i.e., x(t) = x1=, X(Ai)(t) Xi, where {Ai} c f?’ 
are pairwise disjoint, x(.) is the indicator function, and xi E X. Define the 
map x from the vector space of @-step functions into Y by 
2x = e rn(Ai) Xi, 
i=l 
where x = C x(,4,) xi. In [5 ] it is shown that if (xi(t)} is a uniformly 
convergent sequence of @I-step functions then xx,, is Cauchy in Y. We 
therefore introduce the Banach space A’ = A((?‘, X) = (x: E -+ X (x is the 
uniform limit of R-step functions}. We define the norm on L d by (xl= 
SUP&E I-WI. 
The definition of /i can now be extended to ..H by defining /l;c = lim, /l;c, . 
where (x, } is an arbitrary sequence of R-step functions converging 
un_iformly to x. Moreover it can be shown that (1’E B(. 4’. X) with 
IAl = G(E) (cf. [5]). 
Thus /i is an integral operator with respect to the vector measure m(. ) 
defined on the space J. In order to relate this construction to the projectiorr 
integral approach we shall write /ix symbolically as 
xx = I’ dP,&x(r). 
Define the family of truncation projections P x by 
P’x(t) = x(t), t < 5. 
= 0, t > 5. 
Then ( 4, P/) is a Banach resolution space. Now define 
so that A E B(A’, U). 
PROPOSITION 6.5. A is memoryless. 
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Proof: Recalling that BP, = P,B, (Hypotheses 5.1). it is sufficient to 
show that P,J = JPz. For r = t, or 7 = t, the result is immediate, therefore 
we may assume 7 E (to, t,). Let x = x1:,’ x[si, si+ ,) xi (excluding the 
endpoint l, since m((tl}) = 0). Without loss of generality we may assume 
r=sk for some k, 1 (k<n- 1. Thus, P,x=C;zjx[si,si+,)xi and conse- 
quently, ~P,x=~i”=;fm[si,si+,)xi. Now P,IZ;c=~~~d~[s~,s~+,)x~+ 
xi”=;: X(si, si+ r)xi* Recalling that m[si, Sit,) = lim,,, +, 2 (P,, - P,(+,) M,,, 
we have 
Prm[si, si+ L) = O9 i<k- 1, 
= m[sf, si+ I)? i>k-I. 
Therefore /1P,x = P,lx for all n-step functions. Since the o-step functions 
are dense in /, by continuity the equality can be extended to the entire 
space. I 
Let C(E: X) denote the space of continuous functions from E into X. It is 
easily verified that C(E; X) CM. Define the functions .$ E -+ X and fi E -+ X 
by 3(r) = f, and f(7) =fz, where f, ’ d f IS e me in Proposition 4.1 and j?T is d 
defined as in Theorem 4.2. By the assumption of strong continuity it is 
evident that j: !E C(E, X) cJ(GZ’, X). 
DEFINITION 6.6. The Banach resolution space (A P.J is the stare space 
for the system S defined by Eq. (1.1). The element 7E.M is the state 
trajectory for S and f(7) is the state of S at time 7. 
THEOREM 6.7. u^(t,,,f) =A$ 
ProoJ Choose E > 0. Noting that f is continuous, there exist partitions 
of E, rr, = {sj}i",, and rc2 = {Sik)j,k (;lr, < 7~~) such that ) Hsi - H,i,i < E for allj 
and k, and 
Af- v r Cpsj, - psjk+,) Msjk.ftsj) < 15. LI- (6.3) 
i k 
From Theorem 2.4 we have P,u^(t,, f) = MSjf(sj). Hence, 
Combining this with (6.3) we obtain j U^(&,, f) - Afl< (1 + y IfI IB 1)~. 1 
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Remark. Thus A is the desired memoryless state feedback map. 
Symbolically, we therefore have 
u^(r,,f) = B I‘ dP,&f(r). (6.4) 
7. REPRESENTATIONS 
For certain choices of U and Y, the operator A may be given a more 
explicit representation. Two such cases are now presented. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. The ingredients here are exactly the same as in 
Example 5.2. Thus (X, PX) and (U, PC,,) are Hilbert resolution spaces, U is 
separable and GT is Hilbert-Schmidt, (Y, Py) = (U, PL:), A = (CT)* and 
B = I. Now define K, = (I + P,(GZ’)# GTP,))’ - I. Since P,(GZ’)# GTP, is 
positive semidefinite, the map Z + K, is positive definite. In this case it can 
be shown that K, admits a causal factorization (cf. [8]). That is, there exists 
a map VE B(U) which is Hilbert-Schmidt and causal such that 
Thus 
z + K, = (Z + P, VP,)(Z + P, v*P,). 
M, = K,P,(GT)# G, = (I + P, VP,)(Z + P, V*P,)(GT)” G, 
so that 
M,f, = P, Vh, + (Z + P, V*P,)(GT)# G,f,, 
where h, = (Z + P, V*P,)(GT)#f,. Since V and V* are Hilbert-Schmidt, the 
exact construction as in Section 6 shows that the projection integrals 
_( dP, Vh, and [ dP,(Z + P, V*P,)(GT)” G, f, 
both exist. We now claim that 
I dP, Vh, = 0 V-1) 
so that 
u  ^= 1 dP,(Z + P, V*P,)(GT)’ G, f,. (7.2) 
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What is useful about this last representation is that the dependence on r in 
the integrand of (7.2) is much simpler than that of (6.4). We give here only a 
sketch of the proof of (7.1). The complete details are left to the interested 
reader. Let rr = (t, = r0 < r, < s . . < r,, = t,} be a partition of E. Thus 
.I dP, Vh, z c (Ci -Ci+,) Vki 
and equality is attained in the limit as 1 K I+ 0. 
We compute the right-hand side. By causality 
c Ri - P,,+,) W, = c R, - Ci+,) VP,.k I I 
= c (P,, - Ci+,) VRi - Pz,,,) hri 
+ x R, - Ki+,) VP~i+,h,i. 
Now the second term is identically zero since by causality 
(PT, -Pq+,) VP,,,, = (P,, - P,J P*,+, v= 0 * v= 0. 
The first term tends to zero as IKE-+ 0. This is proved as follows: First, write 
Ai = PTi - Pzi,, and hi = hri. Then by orthogonality 
/xAiV’ih, I2= C JAi VAih,]’ (s jAi VAiJ’ JAihiJ’ 
= m:x (Ai VA,(’ C (A,hi(‘* 
NOW C IA,hil’=]C A,hil* and the right-hand side is uniformly bounded 
since 
1 dP,(Z + P, V*P,)(GT)# G, f, z C A, hi. 
Finally the expression max, lAi VA,/ tends to zero as 1 rr] tends to 0. This is a 
well-known property of Hilbert-Schmidt maps (or more generally stricflq, 
cuusal maps) (cf. [8]). 
EXAMPLE 7.2. In this example all the ingredients are defined as in 
Example 5.3. Thus U= L’(E, Rm), Y=M(E, Rm) and P,, P, are the 
corresponding families of truncation projections. We first show that in this 
case the map /1’ can be determined by point evaluation. 
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PROPOSITION 7.3. Let (Y, Py) be defined as above and assume 
x E C(E, X). Then 
Gw) = (~,x(W> for all t E E. 
Proof: Choose E > 0 and let z E (to, t,). By continuity there exists a 
6 > 0 such that whenever 0 < f - t ( 6, [x(t) - x(r)1 < E. Therefore, for all 
such t, J(P, - P,) x(x(.) - x(r))1 < lli’(pt - pT)(x(,) - x(r))\ < 111 E. Thus in 
particular I(/ix)(s) - (~x(T))(T)[ ( E. Now let x, be a sequence of partitions 
of E with In,\ -+ 0 and 7 E x, for all n. Then by definition, 2x(t) = lim,,, +D 
C (Psi - Psi) fisix(7). And lim,,,,, (/ix(s))(s) = (firx(7))(7). Hence. 
W)(7) - (Rx(7))(7)l < E. I 
Now, let (GT)” = i o A, where A E B(X, I’) and i is the natural inclusion 
of M(E, R”) into L’(E, R”). The optimal control can now be defined almost 
everywhere by point evaluation. 
THEOREM 7.4. u^(t,,f) = (fi~&))(~)for a.e. f E E. 
Proof. Theorem 6.7 states that $(t,, f) = /if = I’?($). Since 
f E C(E, X), Proposition 7.3 implies that (23)(r) = (~I?~fint))(t) a.e. The 
derived result then follows from the definition of B. a 
Remark. The result above could have been proved directly from 
Theorem 4.2 in the following manner: Let y(7) = H,f(r). Since j and r -+ If, 
are continuous, it follows that y(7) is continuous. Let (x,} be an increasing 
sequence of partitions of E(x, < 7c, + , ) such that Ix~~-+ 0. For each n, define 
u,(t) = JJrien,X(Ti, TV+ ,)(t)(Ay(r,))(t). By Theorem 4.2, u(t) = u,(t) a.e. 
Therefore there exists a null set Z cE such that t(t) = u,(t) for every 
t E E - Z and for every n. But by the continuity of y(t). lim, u,(t) = 
(A?!(t))(t). Thus U^(t) = (%?,fit))(t) a.e. 
Continuing with our example, a representation of u^ analogous to (7.2) can 
now be derived. Of critical importance in this derivation is the map 
D = PF: Y -+ Y. Here p = A and F’ = F 1 I’. In Part II of this paper we shall 
show, for a class of dynamical systems governed by functional differential 
and integral equations, that the map D is an integral operator with bounded 
kernel. Now let 
I+rzT=(I+P,wP,)-~‘: Y-, Y. 
By the same type of argument as given in Example 7.1 it can be shown that 
I + z, admits a Volterra factorization; i.e., there exists causal and anticausal 
maps Ir+, Y- E B(Y, Y) such that 
I + R, = (I + P, v+ P,)(Z + P, V-P,), (7.3) 
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(V’y): f -+ j’ v+ (t, 8) y(8) de 
*ll 
(v-~): t -+ J”’ v-t4 o)~(B) d9. I 
Moreover, it is proved in [6], that if the kernel D(f, s) is bounded, then the 
components of the m x m matrices I’+ (t, s) and V-(I, s) can be chosen to be 
everywhere bounded functions on E x E. (It can also be shown that 
V-(f, s) = (I’+@, f))’ but this fact is not essential for what follows.) 
If we write, as in Proposition 5.1, M, = iaT, then 
A&=-(Z+itJP,pG,. 
Equations (7.3) and (7.4) then imply 
A?= = -(Z + P, V+ P,)(Z + P, V-P,) P, FG,. 
(7.4) 
Thus, if g, E X we have 
II&~==-P,V+h,-(Z+P,V-P,)P,pG,g,, (7.5) 
where 
h, = (Z + P, V-P,) P,F#G, g,. 
We observe that 
(P, V+ h,): I -, J’I V+ (t, s) h,(s) ds, f 2 t. 
T 
This leads to the important consequence: 
(P, V+ h,)(t) c 0 for all g, E X, f E [f,, f,]. (7.6) 
Using (7.4)-(7.6) we then have from Theorem 7.4 
G(t) = -((I + P, V-P,) P,F#G,&))(f) a.e. f E [to, f,]. (7.7) 
This representation of the optimal feedback control is just the concrete 
version of Eq. (7.2) which holds in the abstract Hilbert resolution space 
setting. From a practical view, Eq. (7.7) is perhaps our most important 
result. 
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